I. SCHOOL REQUIREMENTS

1. CRM/LAW C7  Introduction to Criminology, Law and Society
2. ENVIRON E8  Introduction to Environmental Analysis and Design
3. PSY BEH P9  Introduction to Psychology
4. SOCECOL SE10  Research Design
5. SOCECOL SE13  Statistical Analysis
6. SOCECOL 194W  Naturalistic Field Research
7. SOCECOL 195  Field Study (4 units)

*Pre-requisites for SE195 are SE10 and SE194W. P/NP grade option. Students must be in good standing to enroll.*

8. An additional 4 units of Field Study OR a 4-unit upper-division course taught in the School of Social Ecology (chosen from PSY BEH, CRM/LAW, SOCECOL, PP&D, and ENVIRON) OR 4-units of Research Seminar in P196, C196 or E196.

Note: Directed Studies (198) and Special Studies (199) may not be used to fulfill this requirement.

II. PSYCHOLOGY AND SOCIAL BEHAVIOR MAJOR REQUIREMENTS

A. 3 upper-division Psychology and Social Behavior core courses (12 units), one from each of these areas:

- **Lifespan Developmental Psychology**
  101D [formerly P106] **Lifespan Developmental Psychology** (Note: credit is not awarded for both PSY BEH 101D and Psych 120D)

- **Health or Pre-Clinical Psychology**
  103H [formerly P103] **Health Psychology** -or-
  102C [formerly P105] **Abnormal Behavior** -or-
  152C [formerly P107] **Clinical Child Psychology**

- **Social and Environmental Psychology**
  104S [formerly P108] **Social Animal: An Introduction to Social Psychology** -or-
  171S [formerly P109] **Environmental Psychology**

B&C. 7 upper-division courses (28 units) with at least 1 course from each of these specialty areas:

- Developmental Psychology – please see reverse side for course choices
- Health or Pre-Clinical Psychology – please see reverse side for course choices
- Social and Environmental Psychology – please see reverse side for course choices

III. UNIVERSITY REQUIREMENTS

- 180 quarter units are required for the Bachelor of Arts degree.
- UCI General Education or Breadth Requirements must be fulfilled.
- Entry Level Writing Requirement, American History and American Institutions requirements must be fulfilled.

All courses taken to fulfill school and major requirements must be taken for a letter grade with the exception of SE 195. Certification for the BA degree in Psychology and Social Behavior is dependent upon an overall 2.0 grade point average. A minimum grade point average of at least a C (2.0) is also required; (1) in all courses required for the major (including the School Requirements C7, SE10, SE13, SE194W) and (2) in the upper-division courses required for the major. **NOTE: STUDENTS MUST APPLY FOR GRADUATION BY THE DEADLINES SPECIFIED ON THE SOCIAL ECOLOGY STUDENT SERVICES WEBSITE AT http://socialecology.uci.edu/. IT IS THE STUDENT'S RESPONSIBILITY TO BE AWARE OF THESE DEADLINES THAT ARE POSTED ON THE WEBSITE AND IN THE SOCIAL ECOLOGY STUDENT SERVICES OFFICE. LATE APPLICATIONS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. APPLY THROUGH STUDENT ACCESS ON THE REGISTRAR'S WEBSITE HERE: http://www.reg.uci.edu.**
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Areas B & C: complete 7 courses from the choices below, at least 1 course must be completed in each of the Specialty Areas

- Developmental Psychology
- Health or Pre-Clinical Psychology
- Social and Environmental Psychology

**Developmental Psychology:**

111D [formerly P113D] Child Development
   (Note: credit is not awarded for both PSY BEH 111D and PSYCH 120D)
112D [formerly P114D] Adolescent Development
   (Note: credit is not awarded for both PSY BEH 112D and PSYCH 21A)
110D [formerly P115D] Infant Development (same as PSYCH 127)
113D [formerly P116D] Adult Development (same as PSYCH 127A)
114D [formerly P117D] Gerontology (same as PSYCH 127C)

**Health or Pre-Clinical Psychology:**

140H [formerly P125H] The Hardiness Approach to Stress Management
137H [formerly P127H] Human Stress
138H [formerly P131H] Child Health Psychology (same as PSYCH 127H)
139H [formerly P134H] Behavioral Medicine
139H [formerly P135H] Sports Psychology
181S [formerly P140H] Beliefs, Attitudes & Health Behaviors (same as PUBHLTH 140)
141H [formerly P141H] Clinical Health Psychology (same as PUBHLTH 141)
177S [formerly P143H] Psychology and Emotion (same as PSYCH 127E)
170S [formerly P144C] Personality
   (Note: credit is not awarded for both PSY BEH 170S and PSYCH 120P)

**Social and Environmental Psychology:**

158C [formerly P145C] Forensic Psychology (same as CRMLAW C136/PSYCH 177F)
150C [formerly P146C] Clinical Psychology
151C [formerly P147C] Psychological Testing and Assessment
154C [formerly P150C] Cognitive Behavior Therapy (same as PSYCH 147C)
155C [formerly P151C] Child Therapies (same as PSYCH 127T)
153C [formerly P152C] Developmental Psychopathology (same as PSYCH 177P)
157C [formerly P153C] Existential Psychology
158C [formerly P154C] Peer Counseling I
159C [formerly P155C] Peer Counseling II
   (Note: only 1 Peer Counseling course, 158C or 159C, may count in the major)

**Additional Course Choices:**

100 [formerly P100] Special Topics in Psychology and Social Behavior
175S [formerly P119D] Cognition and Emotion
115D [formerly P120D] Cognitive Development
   (Note: credit is not awarded for both PSY BEH 115D and PSYCH 141D)
110D [formerly P121D] Human Sexuality
117D [formerly P122D] Development of Gender Differences (same as PSYCH 127D)
125D [formerly P123D] Perspectives on Child Rearing
116D [formerly P124D] Human Development and Cross-Cultural Perspectives
190 [formerly P190] Applied Statistics in Psychological Research
123D [formerly P191A] Child in the Family, School, and Community
176S [formerly P191D] Motivation
   (Note: credit is not awarded for both PSY BEH 176S and PSYCH 121M)
119D [formerly P191E] Development of Motivation Across the Lifespan
134H [formerly P191H] Introduction to Biopsychology
192A [formerly P192A] History of Psychology (same as PSYCH 120H)
180S [formerly P192B] Organizational Industrial Psychology (same as PSYCH 120I)
192E [formerly P192E] Perception and Sensory Processes (same as PSYCH 130A)
192G [formerly P192G] Cognitive Science (same as PSYCH 140C)
192I [formerly P192I] Principles of Learning Theory (same as PSYCH 140L)
192J [formerly P192J] Human Memory (same as PSYCH 140M)
   (Note: credit is not awarded for PSYCH 46A if completed concurrently with or after PSY BEH 192J or PSYCH 140M)
192K [formerly P192K] Human Problem Solving (same as PSYCH 143P)
192L [formerly P192L] Cognitive Neurosciences (same as PSYCH 160A)
192P [formerly P192P] Perceptual Neuroscience (same as PSYCH 161P)
192T [formerly P192T] Cognition & Learning Educational Settings (same as EDUC 173)
192U [formerly P192U] Psych of Learning, Abilities, Intelligence (same as EDUC 176)
192V [formerly P192V] Language and Literacy (same as EDUC 151)
   (Note: a maximum of two courses numbered 192A-Z may count in the major)
196 [formerly P196] Research Seminar in Psychology and Social Behavior
   (Note: a maximum of one PSY BEH 196 course may count in the major)
SOCECOL H190A Social Ecology Honors Program
SOCECOL H190W Social Ecology Honors Program
178S [formerly P103C] Cultural Psychology
1002 Chicano/Latino Social Psychology (same as CHC/LAT 168)
192R Culture and Close Relationships (same as CHC/LAT 177)
192S Health and the Latino Paradox (same as CHC/LAT 178)
193B Juvenile Delinquency (same as CRMLAW C109)
193C Social Control of Delinquency (same as CRMLAW C164)
SOCECOL 199, by petition approval, can be applied to the major (4-unit, letter graded)

- **Courses taught in other departments that are not cross-listed with Psychology and Social Behavior courses cannot be used to satisfy requirements in the Psychology and Social Behavior major.**

- **It is strongly recommended that you take the corresponding core course prior to enrolling in upper-division courses in a Psychology and Social Behavior specialty area.**
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